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Information on FTP security, management, 

access, scalability, and available alternatives.

Why You Should Replace Your 
Self-Hosted FTP Server

What if I told you that a legacy system running on protocols built during the Nixon Presidency is 
likely running in your office right now? That’s your self-hosted FTP server. It’s time to dump it and 
move on to a modern solution that’s more accessible, manageable and scalable.

Keep reading to find out why you should recycle your old FTP server and upgrade to a secure and modern FTP 
alternative that helps you easily connect and manage all of your files and network assets with the people inside 
and outside your organization.
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Why Do We Use FTP Servers?
FTP servers can be found in companies of all sizes, both big and small. In an ideal world, FTP servers help you 
share and manage your assets and resources with internal and external customers. 

https://www.smartfile.com/?utm_campaign=Enterprise%20Quote%20Request&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_source=ftp-alternatives
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Here’s the Problem with FTP Servers...
Self-hosted FTP servers don’t work in this “ideal world” anymore! The ideal world that the file transfer protocol 
was built for existed back in the 1970’s.

The FTP Server’s Ideal World Included:
• Richard Nixon Waving Peace Signs
• Floppy Disks Storing Files for Enterprise Companies
• Star Wars Dominating the Big Screen

If you think your FTP server is still alright to use, ask yourself this:

How will my CEO feel if they find out that our 

company’s sensitive files rely on technology 

created before the Sony Walkman blasted beats?

 FTP Servers are Expensive

Just to build a new FTP server, expect to pay at least $5,000 upfront, not including on-going 
maintenance, vertical scaling, lost productivity caused by its clunky interface, on-going security risks 
you need to prevent and growing electricity costs to support the hardware. 

Here’s just a short-list of the problems with your current self-hosted FTP server:

FTP Servers are Hard to Use

While FileZilla and other FTP clients might not seem difficult for you, there is a learning curve for 
your non-I.T. workforce.

If FTP is your only way to share files with people outside your office, especially clients, it may end 
up costing you their service. It’s only a matter of time until they find a service provider with a 
modern and user friendly solution.

Information on the state of FTP and available alternatives:
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Here’s the Problem with FTP Servers... (continued)

FTP Servers are Not Secure

While there’s other protocols that boost security, it’s still not ideal. Many FTP servers lack firewalls 
and don’t encrypt files during transfer or at rest.

They create compliance and security risks indirectly because employees would rather transfer files 
through their personal email, USB devices or cloud-sharing accounts because they’re easier to use!

FTP Servers Create User Permission Nightmares

As an I.T. pro, you still need permissions for security, yet with FTP 
servers, simple user permissions and roles create headaches that 
slow you down and impede business.

Most FTP environments are shared directories, meaning that all 
external users can see all other files/folders. You don’t want your 
clients having access to other client information and especially 
not any sensitive internal files.

FTP Scripting is a Pain

Sure, FTP servers can be setup to batch files. But how long does it 
take you to code them and how often does it fail? Scripting is clunky 
and hard to use compared to anything built in the last 10 years.

Replacing Your Self-Hosted FTP Server

You’re ready to send that FTP server to the recycling center -- that’s great! But what is a good FTP alternative?

You need something that improves file and resource management. You also need something that’s accessible 
and secure for I.T. pro’s and your non-I.T. colleagues. Finally, you need a solution that scales with your business.

of employees store 

confidential company 

data on their own file 

sharing accounts. 1

46%

Probably because they 

hate using FTP clients...

1 - http://www.prweb.com/releas-

es/2014/11/prweb12332316.htm
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Browser Based Interface

Your employees should have access to your files without needing an FTP client and they shouldn’t 
be forced to install some clunky software to access your files. You don’t want to monitor and manage 
software installation on every device throughout your entire company. Get a solution that can 
accomplish secure file transfer through a web browser can save time and future headaches.

Accessibility Features to Look For

Traditional FTP Client Interface

You should still be able to connect to your new server through traditional FTP clients if desired. FTPS or 
SFTP options should be available and used whenever possible. On that same note, you should be able 
to block insecure access methods like plain FTP. Make sure that your new server encrypts files during 
transfer and at rest. Also, make sure files get verified using some methodology, such as checksum.

What does Accessibility Mean?
Accessibility is a top priority. If no one uses your FTP alternative, why bother getting one? Your new solution 
needs to eliminate user permission headaches and be usable by anyone -- regardless of technology skill level.

Accessibility means you need to have something that can be used by anyone, on any device and wherever the 
employee chooses to work that day -- without sacrificing security. It also means having something that’s 
brandable and represents your organization well.

WebDAV or Desktop Connection Capability

If your employees can’t easily drag and drop files into your FTP server alternative from their 
operating system, then it’s unlikely they’ll use it regularly. Ensure your solution uses WebDAV over 
SSL which allows a secure connection without constantly logging in.

Outlook Integration

Outlook is the most popular enterprise email service software. If your FTP replacement integrates 
well with Outlook, it will be used more often.

Information on the state of FTP and available alternatives:

Why You Should Replace Your Self-Hosted FTP Server
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Accessibility Features to Look For (continued)

Responsive / Device Agnostic 

Your files should be accessible on any device through at least one of the connection methods 
listed above. This means it’s easy to use on that device as well, not clunky. Your FTP alternative 
should use the latest HTML5 and responsive coding standards.

Brandable Interface

Your brand is important, both for internal and external users. Make sure the browser interface uses 
your colors and logos. The solution should be presented as an extension of your company rather 
than an obvious 3rd party product.  It should also allow custom terms and conditions that you can set 
for users.

Granular User Permissions and Roles

Your new server needs to make file and folder permission headaches a thing of the past so you 
can boost productivity. Granular user permission control lets you ensure that the right people have 
access to the correct folders. By creating advanced user roles, you will be able to allow managers 
to create permissions for their employees -- that means less IT interaction!

File Sharing Capabilities

Your solution should make it easy to share files and eradicate file sharing size limits. You should be 
able to share files, folders, and entire directories with a link. Requesting files should also be 
something that is easy to use while being secure. As an enterprise solution, it needs enhanced 
security with regards to file sharing. This includes password control and link expiration. 

What does File Management Mean?
File and resource management is an important aspect of your FTP replacement. With FTP, you didn’t have much 
control or security and you didn’t have audit or monitoring capabilities. 

File and resource management means you and members of your organization can securely control, monitor, 
automate and analyze your I.T. assets.

Information on the state of FTP and available alternatives:

Why You Should Replace Your Self-Hosted FTP Server
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File Management Features to Look For

Restful API Layer

Your FTP server replacement should have an API layer that 
works with a variety of programming languages which allows 
for custom development and integrations (for self-developed 
and 3rd party products).  The API layer needs endpoints that tie 
into every function and layer of the application that runs it, 
including path tasks, user tasks, group tasks, etc…

Virus Scanning

Files get added to your storage all the time, and not all of them 
are friendly. Active virus scanning is important for ensuring 
malware doesn’t corrupt your network.

Firewall Layers

Your advanced FTP replacement should use multiple layers of 
firewalls to protect against outside intrusions.  It should use 
differing layers of firewalls to reduce the risk of a single firewall 
vulnerability affecting your entire stack.

Backup Capabilities & Redundant Storage

Ensure that your FTP alternative stores files in triplicate. Files should be backed up and restorable 
for 7 days after deletion.
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of I.T. professionals 

agree that audit trails 

and analysis software is 

the most effective 

approach for detecting 

security incidents and 

breaches. 2

80%

Do the other 20% think 

that sirens and 

fog-horns work best?

2 -http://www.isyourdatasa-

fe.com/pdfs/4-Data-Theft-Com-

mon-By-Departing-Employees.pdf

Email Notifications

With HIPAA, PCI and other European-esque regulations coming in the near future, advanced security 
and compliance will be important. You need notifications to aid with monitoring compliance risks.  Your 
new solution needs to allow users and administrators the ability to actively monitor file activity by 
receiving email updates, either instantly or batched hourly.

Information on the state of FTP and available alternatives:

Why You Should Replace Your Self-Hosted FTP Server
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File Management Features to Look For (continued)

What does Scalability Mean?
FTP servers don’t scale with your business well. Your replacement solution should scale out and up.

Depending on your business size and transfer usage, your idea of 
scale could rely on several different factors:

Business locations
Employees
Clients & Vendors

Putting a solution in place that can address any and all future needs 
for your business will ease your mind.

Storage
Transfer
Globalization

Whether you're trying to upgrade the hardware inside your servers (vertical scaling) or adding more servers 
(horizontal scaling), your new FTP replacement shouldn’t slow your business down.

Audit Controls

Your FTP replacement should have tools to review file and user activity, and it should include logs 
and advanced search capabilities to view activities by username, IP address, file path and date/time 
stamp.  Can you connect your employee’s Google Drive and Dropbox accounts to your current FTP 
server? Maybe. Can you monitor when an important file is deleted by disgruntled employee? That’s a 
task for your new FTP replacement!

Growing Your Internal Users

You want to find a solution that is not only cost effective for additional users but also will sustain 
performance as your numbers grow.  There should be a way to dynamically add users through a script 
or API call. You should be able to set managers who can add users without IT support.

Scalability Features to Look For

Information on the state of FTP and available alternatives:
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Growing Your Storage

As your business grows, your storage will grow with it. Instead of purchasing new FTP servers or 
hardware to keep playing catch-up, look for a solution that can easily scale storage without large 
investments.  Consider a solution that allows for connection to existing storage infrastructure to 
maximize your current assets. You don’t always to have to replace what you are using, instead you 
could connect it to something that can access the files for better management and control.

Growing Your Transfers

Look for a solution that does not limit concurrent connections or stifle your network speeds.

Growing Your Business Locations

Your business may be expanding around the world, so you will need high availability access in 
different parts of the globe. You need a solution that can scale globally for fast access and central 
management.
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Growing Your External Users

Clients, contractors, and vendors should be able to grow with you. Give them the ability to securely 
exchange files without worry of user limits or security risks.

Growing Your Compliance

You need a solution that lets you see more files and everything that is happening with them (the who, 
what, where, and when). Look for a solution that can serve as a hub to your other file systems and can 
connect them for added compliance. 

Scalability Features to Look For (continued)

Information on the state of FTP and available alternatives:
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What Should You Buy
The SmartFile Appliance meets all of these requirements. It can replace your current self-hosted FTP server and 
it’s customizable to meet your exact needs.

SmartFile’s Enterprise appliance gives you an on-premise replacement that will make your job easier by 
connecting and managing all your files and network assets with the people inside and outside your organization. 

If you don’t need that level of integration, SmartFile has a cloud product that gives you management and 
accessibility from a secure off-site location, accessible anywhere in the world! Sign up for a free 14 day cloud 
trial here -- no credit card required!

SmartFile will take care of the setup, installation and upkeep for you with the on-premise or hybrid appliances. 
We’re also going to push out updates so you don’t have to worry about that. We’ll make sure that your FTP 
replacement fits your customized business needs well.

With SmartFile, your job is going to get easier, your files and resources will be more secure and easier to 
manage and you’ll be able to scale your business well.
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Consolidate your FTP and file 

sharing tools into one secure 

and scalable solution.

CLICK HERE TO GET A QUOTE

"Having a clean and ready-to-go FTP solution was mission critical. 

After some evaluations, SmartFile came out on top by a 

comfortable margin. We had the best of both worlds, with minimal 

training. Best of all we got results right out of the gate."

-Robert Coats, 
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